English
Whole Class Text: Skellig by David Almond
Other texts:
The Ballad of Charlotte Dymond by Charles Causley
Writing
Writing to inform
o Writing a Newspaper report based on ‘The
Ballad of Charlotte Dymond’
Writing to discuss
o
Writing a balanced argument about
whether computer games should be
banned for children

Computing

PE

Can I use create programs using
Python and debug them
independently?

Art & design / DT

Rounders: Can I use good hand-eye
coordination to be able to direct a
ball when striking or hitting?

Art: · Can I draw for a sustained period of time over a

Athletics: Can I recap, practise and
refine sprinting technique, including
reaction time?

Can I work in a sustained and independent way to
develop my own style of drawing?

number of sessions working on one piece?
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Maths

Year 6 Summer 1 term

We will be revising in preparation for SATs,
including revising decimals, fractions and
percentages.

Fairtrade
WOW visitors and experiences

MFL
Can I write one or two short sentences to a model and fill
in the words on a simple form?

History
Covered in spring 2

Launch: Fairtrade chocolate tasting
Landing: Fairtrade exhibition
How does Fairtrade benefit the lives of people
living and working in the developing world?

Can I describe how developing countries export
resources such as chocolate, bananas and cotton?
Can I describe how Fairtrade positively affects the lives
of people in the developing world?
Can I compare and contrast the physical features of a
developing country and the local area?

Enquiry Question: Should Christians be Greener?

Key Vocabulary:
inequality; poverty; developing countries; trade
union; freedom; justice; import; export; standard of
living; exploitation; raw materials; dignity

Geography
Can I explain the importance of UK trade links with the
developing world?

RE Christianity

Science – Electricity
Can I explain how the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a
buzzer is related to the number and voltage of cells used in the
circuit?

Music

PSHE

Can I compose lyrics that rhyme
and are suitable for the intended
audience?

Can I value
diversity and learn
how to challenge
discrimination and
stereotypes?

Can I compose an accompaniment
for my song to make it catchy?
Can I perform my counting song
confidently?

Can I compare the function of different components including the
brightness of a bulb, the loudness of a buzzer and switches?

Diversity Links

Can I use symbols when representing a simple circuit in a
diagram?

The Proudest Blue by Ibtihaj Muhammad.

Poverty? by Odimegwu Onwumere

